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"From design to code to test to 
deployment, unlock hidden business value 
and release stable and scalable web APIs 

that meet customer needs and solve 
important business problems in a 
consistent and reliable manner."

-- Pragmatic Publishers

g.mamund.com/GreatWebAPIs



Time



1900s Timeline











"Time Machine", 1895

"It is possible to believe that 
all the past is but the 

beginning of a beginning, 
and that all that is and has 

been is but the twilight of the 
dawn."

H. G. Wells, 1895





Decisions, Decisions

"The very act of organizing a 
team means that certain 

decisions have already been 
made."

Mel Conway, 1968





Networks



A moving image of the world

"From a distance, everyone 
will be able to read text, 

enlarged and limited to the 
desired subject, projected on 

an individual screen."

Paul Otlet, 1935













We should not impose regularity.

"The point was to be able to 
have a medium that would 
record all the connections 

and all the structures and all 
the thoughts that paper 

could not."

 -- Ted Nelson







The whole foundation of hypertext is collaborative

"The strength of the internet 
is its global interconnection."

 -- Dame Wendy Hall, 2019 











Machines



The "ENIAC Six" -- 1946

● Betty Snyder Holberton
● Jean Jennings Barik
● Kay McNulty Mauchly Antonelli
● Marlyn Wescoff Meltzer
● Ruth Lichterman Teitelbaum
● Frances Bilas Spence

"The Computers: The Remarkable Story of the ENIAC Programmers" -- Kathy Kleimar

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/eniac6









The UNIVAC -- 1949

"To me programming is more 
than an important practical 

art. It is also a gigantic 
undertaking in the 

foundations of knowledge."

 -- Admiral Grace Hopper 
(1906 -- 1992) 









Adele Goldberg & Alan Kay -- 1970s

● XEROX Parc

● Smalltalk Language

● Object-Oriented 
Programming

● Dynabook









Futures





Otlet-Nelson-Hall Networks

● Planetary library in an extra-territorial 
city state (Otlet)

● Links as an added layer on the 
unspoiled original content (Nelson)

● An open, resource-based 
message-passing system (Hall)



McNulty-Hopper-Goldberg Machines

● Organized into coherent 
machine-language routines 
(McNulty)

● Self-documenting domain-specific 
application-languages (Hopper)

● Message-passing opaque 
components (Goldberg/Kay)



Horizons







Increase Profits -- 1970

"I am favor of cutting taxes 
under any circumstances 

and for any excuse, for any 
reason, whenever it's 

possible."

-- Milton Friedman
(1912 -- 2006)





A Crisis of Confidence -- 1979

"We can see this crisis in the 
growing doubt about the 

meaning of our own lives 
and in the loss of a unity of 

purpose for our nation."

-- Jimmy Carter, 1979
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Parallels







Founder of Earth Day -- 1970

"The world of tomorrow is 
not foreordained to be either 
good or bad...rather it will be 

what we make it."

-- John McConnell
(1915 -- 2012)



Digital Revolution -- 1980s

"The digital revolution is far 
more significant than the 

invention of writing or even 
of printing."

-- Doug Engelbart
(1925 -- 2013)



We have not seen it yet

"The Web as I envisaged it, 
we have not seen it yet. The 
future is still so much bigger 

than the past."

-- Sir Tim Berners-Lee





A Bicycle for our Minds, 1990

"What a computer is to me is 
it’s the most remarkable tool 

that we’ve ever come up 
with, and it’s the equivalent 
of a bicycle for our minds."

-- Steve Jobs, 1990



"Time Machine", 1895

"Every time I see an adult on 
a bicycle, I no longer despair 

for the future of the human 
race."

-- H. G. Wells
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